Multiple Phases of Climbing Fiber Synapse Elimination in the Developing Cerebellum.
Functional neural circuits in the mature animals are shaped during postnatal development by elimination of unnecessary synapses and strengthening of necessary ones among redundant synaptic connections formed transiently around birth. In the cerebellum of neonatal rodents, excitatory synapses are formed on the somata of Purkinje cells (PCs) by climbing fibers (CFs) that originate from neurons in the contralateral inferior olive. Each PC receives inputs from multiple (~ five) CFs that have about equal synaptic strengths. Subsequently, a single CF selectively becomes stronger relative to the other CFs during the first postnatal week. Then, from around postnatal day 9 (P9), only the strongest CF ("winner" CF) extends its synaptic territory along PC dendrites. In contrast, synapses of the weaker CFs ("loser" CFs) remain on the soma and the most proximal portion of the dendrite together with somatic synapses of the "winner" CF. These perisomatic CF synapses are eliminated progressively during the second and the third postnatal weeks. From P6 to P11, the elimination proceeds independently of the formation of the synapses on PC dendrites by parallel fibers (PFs). From P12 and thereafter, the elimination requires normal PF-PC synapse formation and is presumably dependent on the PF synaptic inputs. Most PCs become mono-innervated by single strong CFs on their dendrites in the third postnatal week. In this review article, we will describe how adult-type CF mono-innervation of PC is established through these multiple phases of postnatal cerebellar development and make an overview of molecular/cellular mechanisms underlying them.